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Partnering with departments
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We want to help you 
tell your story! 

• News and features

• Student, faculty, staff profiles

• Social media stories 

• Video shorts

ssimon@hsph.harvard.edu

tdatz@hsph.harvard.edu

mailto:ssimon@hsph.harvard.edu
mailto:tdatz@hsph.harvard.edu
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Mission, vision & values
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Mission

The overarching mission of the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health is to 
advance the public’s health through learning, discovery, and communication.

To pursue this mission, the School produces knowledge through research, reproduces 
knowledge through higher education, and translates knowledge into evidence that can 
be communicated to the public, policymakers, and practitioners to advance the health of 
populations 
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Messaging exploration 
• In-depth interviews and brainstorming sessions 

with hundreds of stakeholders, including

• Department chairs

• Faculty

• Staff

• Alumni

• Students

• Donors

• Landscape audit of competitor messaging
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Health, dignity, and justice for
every human being.

O U R  V I S I O N
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The Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health works to improve health and promote equity

so all people can thrive.

Together, we:

DISCOVER | Research drivers of health, disease, and inequity and develop powerful solutions.

TEACH | Train creative leaders to identify, analyze, and tackle challenges to population health.

ENGAGE | Collaborate with policy makers, practitioners, and the public to drive meaningful change.

 

O U R  M I S S I O N
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RESPECT
We respect the dignity and worth of every human being. We work hard to build a culture of inclusivity, where all people feel 
welcomed as their authentic selves, valued for their unique contributions to our community and our mission, and supported in 
their personal and professional growth.

INTEGRITY
We uphold the highest standards of scientific, academic, and personal integrity. We recognize that our words and actions have 
impact, and we strive to hold ourselves and one another accountable for making our contributions positive, in the workplace and 
beyond. When we fall short, we acknowledge and seek to learn from our missteps.

COLLEGIALITY 
We aspire to make the School kind and supportive for every member of our community. We assume good intentions. We seek 
meaningful collaboration. We value the free exchange of ideas, and we actively seek to learn from those with different 
perspectives and experiences.

PURPOSE
We take pride in our mission to improve health and promote equity so all people can thrive. Whatever our title or role, we can 
each contribute meaningfully to this mission. 

COMMITMENT
We understand that building a healthier and more sustainable world will require thoughtful strategies and strong partnerships 
built on a commitment to listen and learn, especially from those who have long been marginalized. We won’t get everything 
right. We will keep trying. Together, we will drive change.

P R I N C I P L E S  O F  C I T I Z E N S H I P

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/diversity/diversity-at-harvard-chan-school/
https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/student-handbook/guidelines-for-open-debate-protest-and-dissent/
https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/about/
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Website overhaul
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Our goal!
BEFORE AFTER
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Discovery process 
  Content audit 

  Navigation & user experience audit

  Peer institution audit

  HSPH focus groups

  User survey

 Governance survey

 Content editor survey

 1:1 site usage observations

Internal web project team: 
Comms & IT

Internal governance committee:
Comms, IT, Dean’s Office, ODAR, OED, OFA, ORSD
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Pain points
• Incredibly confusing navigation

• Way too much text

• Mash-up of internal and external content

• Failure to optimize content for search engines

• Poor branding
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Poor user experience

• 2,351 broken links

• 5,600 images missing alt text

• 38,000 missing meta descriptions

• 58% of faculty websites have not been updated in 
at least three years 

• Numerous misspellings, repetitive passages, 
impenetrable acronyms, and directional prompts 
(“click here”) that don’t meet accessibility standards 
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Next steps
• Selecting firm for design & development

• Identifying content to move to intranet

• Assessing next steps for each sub-site

• Developing new content: Text, photos, 
videos
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